FBA Shipment Checklist
At Seller’s Premise:

Seller Name:
Shipment ID:
Date:
Boxes:

Tick the following after checking every point:
 MRP visible on all units. If there is any prep/material: MRP is present on the outermost
package. For a combo pack: single MRP label of the combined price.
Note: FCs will not open the package and check for MRP.
 There must only be 1 scannable barcode. FNSKU label is covering the UPC/EAN. Every unit
has a scannable FNSKU label. Labels printed from Seller Central to ensure the barcode is
GS1 compliant.
Note: Some 3rd party barcode generating sites are not GS1 compliant and non-GS1
barcodes are not scannable using FC scanners. If the barcode is non-compliant, it will lead
to rejection of a shipment or temporary suspension of shipment creation privileges.
 The units are labeled with 2D/transparency code in cases where the ASIN is enrolled for
Transparency.
Note: If the ASIN is enrolled for transparency but units do not have the 2D barcode
pasted on it, the units will be moved to unsellable.
 FBA label printed on A4 size sheet for each ATS carton.
Note: Non-standard size labels (smaller than A4 size) are unascannable leading to delay in
receiving and cross receive of inventory. (No photocopy of shipment labels)
 ASIN level quantity in a shipment is an exact match with the PO.
Note: Unexpected items and Additional quantity will lead to delay in receiving.
 If the product has expiry details, it must be visible on the outermost package of all units.
Additionally, the listing has been updated with expiration attributes.
Note: Updating the listing with expiration attributes can be found in this help page
 Physically checked the units’ availability to promised quantity
 Quality check for every item received from source/ manufacturer

 Title/Image/Product Description matched for every ASIN against the Detail Page
 No Open boxes/Cloth bags/Polybags.
Note: Depending on the weight of each box, use a stronger carton and tape it so units do
not get misplaced/fall off.

Note: To avoid cases of “lost units in transit”, we recommend the usage of tamper-proof tape, a
type of adhesive tape (red colored) that leaves a text mark when someone attempts to open a box.
You can use a regular tape to pack your boxes/cartons and paste the tamper-proof tape on all
possible openings. One roll of tamper-proof tape can cover an average of 25+ cartons/boxes. Please
ensure to press and paste the tape tightly so that they do not come off easily. Tamper proof tapes
are strongly recommended for high value Inbounds.

Seller’s Signature:
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